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Turning Hard Times into Good Times
Turning Hard Times into Good Times
Tuesday at 12 Noon Pacific
February 21st 2017:Are Stocks In Their Terminal Melt-Up
Phase?

Tune in
Tuesday at 12 Noon Pacific Time on
VoiceAmerica Business Channel

LISTEN LIVE

Peter Grandich, Amir Adnani and Michael Oliver Return. Peter
Grandich, AKA “The former Wall St. whiz kid,” returns to tell us
why he thinks the U.S. equity markets are in their terminal
“melt up” stage. He will also share his thoughts on what you
should do to protect yourself against the carnage of the next
major bear market. Michael will provide his usual dependable
commentary not only on precious metals and stocks but he
will also share his latest work on uranium which has been in
a very long and severe bear market. Those views will be
particularly important for this week’s show because Ami
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Peter Grandich

Guest Image

With no formal education or training, Peter Grandich entered Wall Street in the mid1980s and within three years was appointed V.P. of Investment Strategy for a leading
NY Stock Exchange member firm. Now an internationally-acclaimed financial expert,
Grandich has made a 25-plus-year career out of his knack for uncannily-accurate
market predictions. Labeled the “Wall Street Whiz Kid” by Good Morning America,
Grandich gained national notoriety by forecasting the 1987 stock market crash just
weeks before it happened and on the very next day that within two years the market
would reach a new all-time high – which it did. Grandich also predicted that 2000 would
go down as the year the great meg
Read more

Amir Adnani

Guest Image

Amir Adnani is an entrepreneur and a mining executive. He is the founder of Uranium
Energy Corp. and has been the President, CEO and a director of the company since its
inception in January 2005. He is also the founder and Chairman of GoldMining Inc., a
public company that is acquiring and advancing substantial gold projects in the
Americas. Mr. Adnani is frequently invited to speak at prominent industry gatherings
including the Milken Institute Global Conference and the International Economic
Forum of the Americas, and is often interviewed by major business media outlets
including The Wall Street Journal, Bloomberg, CNBC and Fox Business News.
Read more

J. Michael Oliver
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J. Michael Oliver entered the financial services industry in 1975 on the Futures side,
joining E.F. Hutton’s International Commodity Division, NYC. He studied under David
Johnson, head of Hutton’s Commodity Division and Chairman of the COMEX. In the
1980’s Oliver began to develop his own momentum-based method of technical
analysis. In 1987 Oliver, along with his futures client accounts (Oliver had trading POA)
technically anticipated and captured the Crash. Oliver began to realize that his
emergent momentum-structural-based tools should be further developed into a full
analytic methodology. In 1992 he was asked by the Financial VP and head of Wachovia
Bank’s Trust Department to provi
Read more
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